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WALLS FOR ROLL-OUT AWNINGS
INSTALLATION AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1:
 Erect Roll-out awning
 Ensure that the roller is set at the 9 o’clock position (this may
have to be rotated manually) and that the roller is at the
predetermined height of the side wall (generally 6’4” or
1930mm).
See diagram 1

Roll-out Fabric

Diagram 1
Make sure this
groove is at the
9 o’clock
position

Step 2:
Diagram 2
 If using the Anti-Flap Kit (AFK) unpack the AFK from carton.
End wall
Select the two (2) sections which fit to the wall brackets on the
caravan. These two (2) sections have the joiner pieces fitted
Rope edge
inside for transport /packing purposes. Remove the 2 screws, (caravan side)
slide joiner piece out, reverse the direction and screw back into
place. Slide these 2 sections into the corresponding half to
form 2 complete Anti-flap Kits.
 Unzip the zip on the front/back wall (next to the rope edge
caravan side).
 Slide the top rope edge of one end wall into the rope track of
the corresponding rail of the AFK.
 Release the locking clamp handles ensuring the top clamp
Diagram 3
section of AFK is open
 Hook the roof rail end (bent end) of the AFK into the roof rail
bracket on the caravan. Telescope out and position spigot into
the drilled hole in the awnings roller.
 Clamp the AFK to the fabric of the roll-out awning by closing
the six handles ensuring the fabric is taught.
 Feed the thin canvas strip down the rope track on the side of
the caravan. Close the zip.
 Repeat again with other end wall.
 If there is a return flap with Velcro next to the caravan attached
the corresponding adhesive Velcro to the caravan.
See diagram 2
Step 3
 Slide the long side wall through the rope track in the roller of
the roll-out awning. (groove still at the 9 o’clock position)
 Join walls together at the corners by zipping them together.
Front/back wall may be too long, just bend around end of AFK,
this is so as not to put any strain on the corner zips.
 Tighten webbing and side release buckles around legs of rollout awning. If you have canvas wraps around the leg of the
awning simply zip together.
 Fit draught skirt and peg down complete annexe.
See diagram 3
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ALL WARRANTY CLAIMS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE FACTORY
FOR ASSESSMENT OR WARRANTY BECOMES VOID
(BROKEN ZIPS ARE NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY)
.

